The Variation of Bistatic Rough Surface Scattering Cross Section for a Physical Optics Model
Absfrucf-The general behavior of a rough surface scattering cross section is examined as a function of incident and scattering angles, surface roughness, dielectric constant, and polarization for physical optics (PO) conditions. Quite distinct and complicated variations are observed. For some conditions, deep nulls occur in the normalized bistatic cross section uo as a function of scattering angle, while other parameter sets yield no such pattern. These results are analyzed and interpreted. The differences in the angular variation in uo for different polarizations suggested that, for a given set of conditions, it would be possible to minimize the scattering from a rough surface. This topic is addressed in the second part of the paper. For the case of a given incident polarization, a technique is presented to optimize the bistatic observation of terrain scattering by using combinations of receiver polarization which vary as the scattering angles are changed.
P I. INTRODUCTION
OLARIZATION DEPENDENT scattering of electromagnetic (EM) waves at arbitrary scattering angle has been discussed for many applications. The question of polarimetric techniques in signal processing has been summarized by Cloude [I] . He discussed the scattering matrix for a general target and examined the cross and co-polar nulls for observing a target in a backscatter mode. McCormick and Hendry [2] extended this approach to backscatter from an ensemble of randomly oriented targets. They derived expressions for nulls in terms of ensemble averaged scattering matrix elements. In contrast to the single target case which can have sharp zeros, they found that the partially polarized backscatter from the ensemble of scatterers exhibits minima whose depth and breadth are related to the degree of polarization and randomness of the ensemble of scatterers. McCormick and Hendry applied this to the particular cases of rain and hydrometeors. Agrawal et ai.
[3] have outlined a similar approach to backscatter from an ensemble average of scatterers. They provided generalized expressions for the depth and spread of the polarization nulls in terms of ensemble averaged quantities. They proposed that this approach applies to a wide range of random scattering conditions such as vegetation, snow, or terrain but no specifics as to how the appropriate ensemble averaging would be determined were given. Specific analytical expressions for the normalized cross section, u ' of rough terrain at arbitrary angles have been developed by several authors [4]-[6] . In these analyses, general integral expressions for the average scattered power from a rough Manuscript received August 20, 1985 : revised April 18, 1986 . The authors are with the Electromagnetic Sciences Division, Rome Air IEEE Log Number 860933 1.
Development Center, Hanscom AFB, MA 01731. surface were derived under assumptions of physical optics (PO) (radius of curvature of surface irregularities large compared to a wavelength). Subsequently, closed form solutions neglecting multiple scattering are obtained for the high frequency limiting case of geometric optics (GO). Other authors also use this limiting condition in their results [7]-[9] . In the Appendix it is shown how the equivalence of these results gives some insight into the physics of the formalisms.
Although these expressions are unrestricted in angle, most interest has been in the two cases of backscatter or forward scatter. One analysis [lo] by Fung and Eom dealt with the case where the incident elevation angle, 0; and the scattered elevation angle, 0, are equal (0; = Os). The model includes multiple scattering. In a later paper [ 1 11, they used those results to identify co-polarization null locations on the Poincare sphere for the monostatic geometry.
In this paper we will address two related topics. In the first instance we will present results that show how there are complicated angular dependencies for uo that depend on signal polarization, surface roughness, and dielectric constant. We introduce some simplified analytical relations that provide some understanding of these effects. It was observed that the behavior of the scattering pattern as a function of Os and 4s (Fig. 1 ) differed for different signal polarizations; this suggested that there could be a received signal polarization that would minimize scattering for each particular orientation of the bistatic system. In the second part of the paper, we will discuss how, in a bistatic system with polarization diversity in the receiver and fixed incident polarization, optimal performance can be obtained by varying the co-polar and cross-polar relations as a function of the geometry. Alternatively, it could be useful in remote sensing applications to maximize the cross section of the surface using this approach.
Before presenting the details of the analyses, some discussion of the context of the paper may clarify the different forms used to obtain our results. The first question is that of motivation. For a variety of bistatic system configurations, the polarization of the incident wave may be determined by circumstances beyond the control of the receive system user. In a practical bistatic radar system, the angles of incidence and scattering are determined by the constraints of siting the system and the function of performing target search. Thus, we are addressing an optimization formalism that assumes fixed incident polarization and is concerned solely with the receive system polarization variability.
Next, we will discuss some distinctions between the physical optics and geometric optics aspects of the earlier U.S. Government work not protected by U.S. copyright. 
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incident field intensity.
The vector F(tx, E, , ) is a complicated function of the local normal to the surface and the local Fresnel reflection coefficients. One way of calculating the average scattered power is to square (1) and then perform the ensemble average over surface heights and surface slopes (ET -E,). The heights and slopes are correlated through a two-point probability distribution function (pdf). The procedure also has to take into account the surface area integrations. Unless additional simplifying assumptions are introduced at this point, all these integrations would, in general, have to be solved numerically. The result, however, would be a "pure" physical optics solution.
We next consider the implications of the use of approximate solutions to avoid the numerical approach. The basic requirement in these solutions is to be able to separate the integrations over the surface heights and slopes at the two points. The rigorous justification for this is that it can be shown for a Gaussian surface that under certain conditions, the heights and slopes can be decorrelated. They then represent independent variates. One sufficient condition for this is the high frequency limit (k + 03). Another condition occurs when the correlation length, Tis much greater than the wavelength ( T S X) and the surface slopes are small [ 121. This does not require going to the high frequency limit and hence is an equivalent physical optics case. Barrick and Peake [5] use the high frequency condition (GO) and carry out stationary phase evaluation of the integrals. Their solution takes F(t,, E,,) to be F (~, ,~ tysp)
where (x,,, ysp) define the specular point for the scattering. They justify this by the argument that, if the remaining integrals are evaluated by stationary phase, then most of the scattering should be attributable to tilted facets having the slopes evaluated at the specular points.
In another case, a perfect conductor, Beckmann and Spizzichino [13] suggest that (1) can be approximated by assuming that F ( t X , t,,) has some constant over the surface area of integration. Mitzner [ 141 generalized this to a dielectric rough surface. He calculated scattering matrix elements from tilted dielectric planes. If these procedures are used to evaluate the average scattered power, it is again necessary to have the heights and slopes independent. However, as indicated, it is not necessary to use stationary phase, provided T S-h and the surface slopes are small. The integrals in F*(tx, t,>.F(t:, t,:) can be approximated by F*(&,, tys,)*P(txv, and the remaining integrals involving the phase factor
can be independently ensemble averaged. This leaves integration over the surface area to be evaluated but, at this point, the result is still consistent with physical optics. This will be discussed further in the next section. A final comment can be made about the reasonableness of this approximate solution.
The approach assumes that the angles of incidence 0; and scattering Os and +,, as well as the Fresnel reflection coefficients, do not vary significantly over the area of integration. As long as the area of integration is limited to several correlation lengths ( L = 5 T ) and the source and observation points are sufficiently far from the surface region of integration, these are realistic requirements. Such conditions are typical for radar system configurations.
The next discussion concerns the transition from the general formalisms for average scattered power to specific expressions for scattering cross section of the rough surface.
II. SCATTERING CROSS SECTION
The most commonly used form for the scattering cross section is that of Barrick [5] . In this form it includes the shadowing function S given by Sancer [9] . Both results depend on the GO high frequency limit: (2) where p refers to the polarization of the incident wave, q refers to the polarization of the reflected wave and
Here, the angles 0;, e,, and +s are defined in Fig. 1 , and RIi (i) and R I ( i ) are the Fresnel reflection coefficients for vertical (V) and horizontal (H) polarizations, respectively. The angle i is defined as The quantity J in ( 2 ) is proportional to p ( [ , , E,.), the probability density function for the slopes. The quantities E,, and E,, are the surface slopes necessary to give rise to specular reflection of the incident field into the scattering direction:
and As was pointed out in the preceding section, we can write an alternative form for the cross section which is not dependent on the GO limit, as long as the surface satisfies the restrictions that T 9 h and E, < 1 and E, , < 1. In this physical optics (PO) version, the cross section uo has the form given by (2). The same scattering matrix elements Pp4, which were originally derived by going to the high frequency (GO) limit, are also valid for these particular physical optics conditions, while the slope related term J is given by the expression
distance between two surface points bivariate two-point characteristic function univariate surface height characteristic function. Two points can be made here. First, neither the GO form of J nor the PO form depends on either the incident or scattered signal polarization. Second, in the limit X + 0, a steepest descent evaluation of the integral in (3) yields the well-known asymptotic expression (often referred to as the geometric optics solution):
For computational purposes, this closed-form solution is convenient. These aspects are significant in terms of choosing the form in which the results of this paper are obtained. This is discussed in the next section.
III. RESULTS
In this section we will show some selected results for the variation of uo as a function of geometry, roughness, and dielectric constant for different polarizations. Before examining specific cases, some general comments may be useful.
First, our purpose is to demonstrate that the physical optics u" variation with scattering angle has nulls at various angle conditions and that the behavior is sensitive to polarization and dielectric constant. If we consider (3), we see that the conditions for which J -+ 0 in this physical optics form are not angle relations (except for 0; = 0, = 90"); the conditions are surface dependent ones that would only apply to a few limited cases: u + 0, co or T + 0. Consideration of the asymptotic geometric optics result for J in (4) shows similar behavior. Therefore, in determining the angle dependent location of a null, the use of the geometric optics form for J does not change the null location from that for physical optics; it only affects the overall magnitude of the CJ' results. Hence, use of (4) to obtain the results in the ( T O figures does not affect their generality. This observed behavior also offers an explanation of why a single scattering physical optics uo does not have roughness dependence in its null locations. Finally, it should be noted that the results presented are for 0; = 75" although additional cases were generated. The results do depend on the value of the incident angle; distinctly different behavior can be seen, and 0; = 75" was used only as a typical instance.
In Fig. 2 In Fig. 3 the same variation is shown for horizontalhorizontal polarization. Again, there are nulls in the elevation dependence, and these show a similar trend to those of the vertical-vertical ca'se. However, for a given azimuthal angle, the nulls occur at larger 8, values here as compared with Fig.   2 . Again no nulls are apparent for large &.
In Fig. 4 we introduce the cross polarized terms and show a consolidated history. For this case we selected u/T = 0.2 and E = 20 + j O . 1 . This latter aspect will be examined further. In this illustration we also introduce the forward scatter case which shows (as expected from (2)) that the cross polarized components of uo are zero. Only the VV component has a null (at 8, = 80"). At 9, = 45", all four components (VV, HH, VH, and HV) of u" are about the same order of magnitude, with a sharp falloff as Os increases beyond 60". Only the VV component exhibits a null, which occurs at 8, = 45". At 9, = 75", both the .HH and W polarization components of uo exhibit nulls and, as before, the horizontal-horizontal null occurs at a larger Os value. At 45 = 135". no polarization components exhibit nulls, and all. four components have approximately the same order of magnitude and show a monotonic decrease in uo value as 8, increases. If we compare these results with those in Figs. 2 and 3 , we see that by changing the dielectric constant the nulls in the uo curves have shifted location.
In Fig. 5 we examine forward and backscatter results for vertical-vertical polarization with u/T = 0. I. These curves represent a range of permittivity conditions for surfaces with For these parameter regimes, the VV component of a"
exhibits a null for all four values of E for 4s = 0 " . As the real part of e is decreased, the null occurs at smaller and smaller values of 0,. Also, the depth of the null decreases as the real part of E decreases. For the backscatter case: all four curves show the rapid falloff with increasing a,. In both instances the effect of decreasing the permittivity is to lower the a ' value at low 0, values. For forward scatter, though, once the null occurs for a particular dielectric, there are crossovers in u" at larger Os values.
In terms of presenting scattering angle dependencies of uo it should be noted that Fung and Eom [12] showed the variation of a" as a function of & for the particular case where Bi = Os (4.5", 22.5", 49.5"). The case they showed is surface slope of 0.4 and dielectric constant of 81. The concern of their analysis, though, was the effect of multiple scattering, and hence the presence of nulls was not given particular attention. As would be expected, the null dependence for fixed elevation angle (ei = 0,) as 'a function of azimuthal angle is not equivalent to that shown here (ei = 75"); however the illustrated behavior is as complex in its own right. Some of their conclusions [12] are relevant to the results of this paper. They point out that for the single scattering model there is no cross polarized component for forward or backscatter cases. In addition, they summarize the relation of multiple and single scattering results in their model. For cross polarization, multiple scattering affects only the results near back or forward scattering while for co-polarized signals, multiple scattering results differ from single scattering ones near some particular azimuthal scattering angle that depends on the configuration. Thus, for general bistatic conditions, their model's multiple scattering results would not be different from single scattering except in the neighborhood of those points.
IV. ANALYSIS
In this section we will present some analyses that help to demonstrate how the various results for a ' arise. In the initial formulations we will restrict ourselves to cases where 4, = 0" and 180". Some general forms will be derived, but for the most part the results obtained will be for either of two limiting cases. These are surfaces with extremely small conductivity (real E) or large conductivity (perfect conductor). To carry out the analyses we ignore any shadowing aspects, and the slope statistics elements from the J-term in uo do not play a role. The rationale for this was introduced in Section 111 where it is pointed out that nulls associated with J under either geometric or physical optics assumptions, are surface condition results and do not have a bearing on angular location. Thus the angular null locations of a" arise from the condition I Ppq I =
0.
The first analyses consider the problem of finding forward or backscatter conditions for which u" + 0. If we restrict ourselves to 4, = 0" , and 9, = 180", the two cross polarization terms PVH and PHV vanish, and the OW and PHH terms reduce, respectively, to terms involving Rll(i) or R , ( i ) only. We have or equivalently, then For 6, = 0", 180" this reduces to sin4 (Oik~,)lRIl(i)l2=O and sin4 (eik0,)lR,(i)12=0 (7) where, respectively,
Thus, the minimal conditions arise from either the sine terms or the Fresnel reflection coefficient terms. We now look at individual cases.
A . Vertical-Vertical Polarization
We first consider the Fresnel term. This can be manipulated in terms of i for both q5s cases.
- After considerable algebraic manipulation, this reduces to
For the special case = 0 condition (b) reduces to For 6, = 180" we have
For the special case cf = 0 condition (d) reduces to
B. Horizontal-Horizontal Polarization
The sine term relations are unchanged. We consider the
R , (i) term in general (R.(i)12=O-+(cos i --1

This reduces to
This does not have a solution for eR 2 1. Thus, for horizontal polarization there would be no possibility for 4, = 0" or 4, = 180".
C. Comparison with Results
If we make the simplifying assumption that Ef = 0.1 is approximately equivalent to = 0, we have an easy form for comparing these analyses with the results of Fig. 5 . For 4, = 0", condition (b') gives the results for 8, shown in Table I for the dielectric values of Fig. 5 . There is excellent agreement for the location of the nulls in the forward scatter direction. For 6, = 180", condition (d') prohibits any null since 0, has to be less than 90". Condition (c), however, says that a null is possible at 8, = Oi = 75". In Fig. 5 the backscatter results show the extremely rapid falloff for lPwl as 0, increases, so these results are consistent with the analyses as well. The ability of these analyses (which exclude J ) to predict the c" nulls (including the asymptotic J) of the figure confirms that the physical optics or the geometric optics J does not affect the null location.
D. Perfect Conductor
One final limiting case will be discussed. We will consider a perfectly conducting surface and examine the null conditions for vertical-vertical polarization and horizontal-horizontal polarization for arbitrary azimuthal scattering angle. For this case, RII = + 1 and R , = -1, so the relation for the nulls are 4,=9o0-,oi=o0; es=oo; ei=e5=oo.
4,= 180"+0;=8,.
Except for 4, = 180°, the solutions are not very useful cases. Numerical solutions for arbitrary 4, are more interesting (Table 11) .
Although these numerical solutions show variation only of the 0, value generating a null, we can still see similar behavior if we look at successive 4, values and consider the 0, solution as one angle of the 0, profile at that value of 4,. Using this approach, we can see that for the perfect conductor we have the null location decreasing with increasing 4, and no nulls beyond 4, = 90" except for the backscatter case. The major difference in this limiting case is that for a perfect conductor the vertical-vertical nulls and those for horizontal-horizontal polarization are identical, which is not the case for arbitrary surface dielectric constant where the nulls occur at separate 0, values for a given 4s value.
V. OPTIMIZATTON FOR SYSTEMS WITH POLARIZATION DIVERSITY
Up to this point we have been concerned with identifying the variations in uo as a function of surface conditions and system geometry for vertical and horizontal polarization conditions. We now want to analyze how to take advantage of these variations and hence optimize performance of a bistatic system that includes polarization diversity.
Consider a receiving antenna which has adjustable elements which allow the polarization of the received signal to be varied. Let the polarization (linear) of the receiver be at an angle (9) with respect to vertical polarization. (Vertical and horizontal polarization vectors are perpendicular). If Eo is the electric field intensity at a point on the rough surface, then the electric field coming into the receiver is proportional to ER a Eo(Pvv cos 9 + PVH sin 9) where the transmitted field was vertically polarized. Then, the received intensity ZR is proportional to
where the superscript R denotes real part and I denotes imaginary part. TO find the optimum polarization for the receiver (maximum or minimum received power), we differentiate IR with respect to 9 and set the result equal to zero (Note that, again, J does not contribute. As was pointed out, J does not differ with polarization and so becomes a constant multiplier that does not affect the determination of null values for 9):
.
[DLv cos 9 + P k H sin 'k].
(15) 
BI= -( P { , ) 2 + ( P C H ) 2 -( ( P : v ) 2 + ( P : H ) 2
cl=P{H/3{V+PtHP~V' The angle 9 defines the direction of (linear) polarization the receiver should have to optimize the received power scattered from the rough surface. Note that this polarization direction depends only on the dielectric constant (complex) of the surface and the bistatic scattering angles. It is independent of the surface roughness.
In Fig. 6 , we introduce an illustration of the algorithm to locate the null value of \k for a given set of conditions. In the figure, the relative total scattered signal intensity is plotted as a function of the receiver polarization angle 9. The results were obtained from (14) for a surface with dielectric constant E = 80 + j 9 , Oi = 15", 0, = 7 5 " , and 4, = 7 5 " . When (16) was solved for these conditions, the null angle qmin = 56". This corresponds to the null location of the curve in Fig. 6 . Similar agreement was found for a wide range of angles and dielectric constant.
The significant aspect of all the results is that, whatever the particular set of conditions, there was always a polarization angle that minimized the surface scattering effects and that the minimal angle was given by the algorithm developed in this study. It should be pointed out that a basic premise in this analysis is that the transmitted signal is vertically polarized. An equivalent relation applies in the case where the transmitter signal is horizontally polarized.
As indicated earlier, Fung and Eom [I 11 have addressed a somewhat different nulling problem. They are concerned with a monostatic system wherein they find the particular polarization of an incident wave which would result in no co-polarized scattered field component. For that case they find that for incident angles 0; e 40": there is a roughness dependence of the polarization angle on the Poincari sphere. In relation to our arbitrary bistatic conditions, though, we have to turn to consideration of the results of their model as described conditions, single and multiple scattering results are comparable and this suggests that, even for multiple scattering, the independence of our null location with respect to roughness would generally apply.
VI. CONCLUSION
For a given incident elevation angle and E, the nulls in the u" versus 19, patterns occur at successively lower 0, values as 4, increases and approach the limit of 8, = 0" as 4s --* 90". No nulls were seen beyond that value except for the pure backscatter condition 4, = 180". The nulls occurred at larger 8, values for horizontal polarization than for vertical at a given set of parameters. For our conditions, surface roughness tends to affect only the relative magnitude of uo , not the null location. The effect of surface dielectric is to alter the location of the null, with the null occurring at lower 0, values as E R decreases.
The analytic expressions allow determination of null behavior for some limiting conditions. The overall behavior of the uo dependence is complex and does not lend itself to simple prediction.
Finally, for a given incident signal polarization, this paper shows how the linear polarization of a bistatic receiving antenna may be varied to optimize (either maximize or minimize) the diffuse power cross section of a rough surface. The optimum linear polarization direction is a function only of the dielectric properties of the rough surface and the bistatic scattering angles; it does not depend upon the surface roughness.
APPENDIX
The purpose of this Appendix is to consider the several different approaches to the derivation of u" in the high frequency limit and to show how these results can lead to insight into the formalisms. First, as Barrick [7] indicated, in the high frequency limit his result and those of Semyonov [4], Kodis [SI, and Sancer [9] can be shown to be equivalent (provided care is taken to account for typographical inconsistencies). Then, as an example of the usefulness of these alternatives, we consider the case of uo for a perfect conductor and eliminate the slope statistical aspects in the J-term. We find that the energy is not conserved by the Ppq terms, which contain some surface statistics elements as well. Now, however, we can rewrite (2) as [7] The square bracketed term represents the probability distribution of all possible tilts (slopes) and RPq(i) is the reflection coefficient for a single tilted plane when the incident field is polarized in the p-direction and the scattered field is received in the qdirection. Barrick [SI gives expressions for RP4(i) in terms of RII (i), R I (i) and Bi, 0, and c $~. Rpq depends upon the constitutive parameters of the surface and the geometry of specular reflection from a tilted plane having slopes .$, and Ey.
We note that because of the single scattering approximation, these geometrical optics results do not preserve conservation of energy as a general case. However, for -the particular condition of a plane wave scattered from a single, perfectly conducting tilted plane, energy is conserved. For that case, Rll(i) = + 1 and R (i) = -1. The energy conservation relations can then be expressed as IRVV(i)l*+ IRVH(i)12=1 and Thus, if Rvv becomes small, Rw must increase. On the other hand, no equivalent relationship exists if we restrict ourselves to using the /3w and P V H formalism.
